PGA Golf Management - PGA PRO-AM
RESULTS
March 28, 2011

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PAYOUTS:

1st Place: 67 Elliott Wilson $180.00
2nd Place: 69 Matt Lohmeyer $140.00
3rd Place: 73 Allen Kelley $110.00
{TIE}: 73 Stephen Zaudtke $110.00
{TIE}: 73 Ryan Cancino $110.00
6th Place: 75 Brett Walker $77.00
{TIE}: 75 Corey Baubault $77.00
8th Place: 76 Jason Franklin $55.00
{TIE}: 76 Travis Pecos $55.00
10th Place: 77 Stewart Surratt $45.00
11th Place: 78 Kyle Silva $40.00

PGAGM-PGA PRO BEST BALL (2 player consists of PGA Pro and PGA GM Student)

1st Place: 64 Elliott Wilson/Steven Moreno $220.00/player
2nd Place: 67 Jordan Trabant/Dan Koesters $146.00/player
{TIE}: 67 Ryan Cancino/Saul Sanchez $146.00/player
{TIE}: 67 Stephen Zaudtke/Mike Singleton $146.00/player
{TIE}: 67 Adam Shipp/Tom Velarde $146.00/player
6th Place: 68 Travis Pecos/Anthony Romero $70.00/player
{TIE}: 68 Matt Lohmeyer/Juan Jimenez $70.00/player
{TIE}: 68 Kyle Silva/Trent Rommann $70.00/player
9th Place: 70 Jason Franklin/Larry Webb $22.00/player
{TIE}: 70 Jacob White/Howie Tucker $22.00/player
{TIE}: 70 Corey Baubault/Mark Gonzalez $22.00/player
{TIE}: 70 Oliver Jones/Scott Lieberwirth $22.00/player
{TIE}: 70 Jeremy Smith/Mark Pelletier $22.00/player
{TIE}: 70 Jake Wilson/Kevin Richards $22.00/player

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SKINS:

Allen Kelley Birdie Hole #2 $51.00
Ryan Cancino Eagle Hole #4 $51.00
Elliott Wilson Birdie Hole #11 $51.00
Elliott Wilson Eagle Hole #12 $51.00
Matt Lohmeyer Birdie Hole #16 $51.00
Jordan Pacheco Birdie Hole #17 $51.00
Stephen Zaudtke Birdie Hole #18 $51.00

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PAR 3 CHALLENGE:

1st Place: -1 Allen Kelley $140.00
{TIE}: -1 Marshall Cusey $140.00
3rd Place: EV Kyle Silva $20.00
{TIE}: EV Jordan Pacheco $20.00
{TIE}: EV Brett Walker $20.00
{TIE}: EV Elliott Wilson $20.00
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